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RHYMES OF KOREAN CHILDREN. 

ALMOST all of these have an easy-going sing-song style which, 
from its resemblance to that classic of the nursery, may be called 
a Korean "Mother Goose." A transliteration (based on Mr. Scott's 
modification of the system followed by the compilers of the Diction- 
naire Cor6en-fran[ais) is followed by a translation with notes. In 

transliterating a good deal of the jingle is unfortunately lost, and in 

translating metre has been sacrificed in order to give as literal a 
translation as possible. There are certain idioms and expressions, 
however, which lose much of their force in a translation. This is 
true of all languages, but especially is it true of an Oriental tongue. 

I. 

Sang Chyei, Sang Chyei, etai ka 
Hoi, Hoi, etera ka 
Chang sa nali enchyei o 
I1, II, irhei nal io. 

Mourner,' mourner, where are you going? 
Lime,2 Lime, I am going for lime. 
When is the day of the funeral? 
Il,3 Il, on the seventh 4 day. 

II. 

Chyoung, chyoung, kakke chyoung 
Oul nemou painge chyoung 
Chyepsi mithei haltai chyoung 
Tol Mithei kachai chyoung. 

1 This is sung on seeing a mourner, and the whole verse is very abusive. 
2 Lime is always used in Korean burials. In filling in the grave some unslaked 

lime is mixed with earth, and water is poured over it. This hardens into a mass 
like cement. Hoi, the Korean name for lime, is also used to imitate the sound of 
one of the musical instruments of Korea and is consequently a play on the word. 
When it is remembered that not only music and musical instruments but even 
conversation on musical matters are by Korean custom forbidden to a mourner, 
it is easily seen that " Hoi, Hoi," is highly abusive. 

8 " I1" is also an imitation of the sound of a musical instrument and hence 
abusive. It is also the first syllable of the word "irhei" (the seventh), the letters 
1 and r being interchangeable. 

4 In Korea a dead body is buried on the fifth, seventh, or ninth days after death. 
According to oriental belief everything in nature is divided either into male or 
female. As examples of this dual system may be given Heaven and Earth, Sun 
and Moon, Darkness and Light, etc. A preponderance of one of these principles 
over another causes disaster and confusion. Now, dead bodies belong to the 
female principle and odd numbers to the male principle. According to the above 
argument, therefore, funerals should only be held on an odd day. 
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Monk,1 monk, shaven 2 monk, 
Pitch him over the garden fence 
Monk who licks the platter3 clean, 
Monk who hunts for shrimps 4 beneath the stones. 

III. 

Karang Meri ch'ing, ch'ing. 
Oumoul apheui kachi mara 
Pounge satki nollasinta 
Pap hananta kachi mara 
Choukkekoura p'aim maichille. 

Your plaited hair is torn, is torn.5 
Do not go near the fountain, 
For all the minnows will be frightened.6 
Do not go near the dinner table 
For the spoons will rise up and slap your cheek. 

IV. 

Ton hau poun chouk'ei ourera 
Ton two poun chouk'ei ourera 
Ton sei poun chouk'ei ourera 

Cry7 and I '11 give you a penny, 
Cry and I '11 give you two pence, 
Cry and I '11 give you three pence. 

v. 

'Tara, tara, palkeun tara 
I Tai Paiki nolteun tara 
Chyeki, chyeki chye tal sokheui 
Kyei Syou namou paikkesini 

1 This is called out in derision of Buddhist monks. Buddhism at the present 
day occupies a very low position socially in Korea, and the monks are often 

subject to all sorts of abuse. It can scarcely be said that this is undeserved, for 
a more lazy, worthless class of people can scarcely be imagined. 

2 All Buddhist monks shave the head. 
8 This refers to their begging from door to door for food. 
4 Buddhist devotees all take a vow to abstain from animal food, but in the 

springs of water found near all monasteries a large number of shrimps are kept. 
The monks assert that these are bred for the purpose of keeping the water pure 
and free from impurities, but the more skeptical worldlings say that they are bred 
as a delicacy for the monks themselves. For a Buddhist monk to take life in any 
form consigns him to the lowest of the innumerable Buddhist hells, but very few 
of the Korean monks keep this commandment. 

5 Disease of the scalp is very common in Korea, chiefly caused by lice. In 
order to apply medicine more readily, the hair, which usually hangs by a single 
plait, is divided into two. The above rhyme is called out in derision of such a 
division of the hair. 

6 Comp. "You 're a fright." 
7 Said in a laughing tone to a child who is crying. It rarely fails to change the 

crying to laughter. 
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Ok tokkiro chike naiko 
Keum tokkiro tattemi naiko 
Choka samkan chipeul chiye 
Yang chyen poumo mositaka 
Chyen nyen, man nyen salkochiko 
Ouri hyeng chyei choukketeun 
Ap tong sanei moutchi malko 
Toui tong sanei moutchi malko 
Kokkai, kokkai nemou kasa 
Katchi pathei mouthe chyoumsei 
Katchi han sang yelliketeun 
Mekchi malko, palchi malko 
Tai Kouel anei chinsang patchye. 

Oh moon,1 oh moon, oh bright moon, 
Oh moon, which amused I Tai Paik 2 

There, there, in the moon 
Is the print of a Cinnamon-tree 
Which a white rabbit 8 is cutting down, 
Cutting it down with a golden axe. 
We '11 build a three-roomed thatched house 
And live together with our parents 
For a thousand myriad years. 
If our brother should die 
Do not bury him in front of the hill, 
Do not bury him back of the hill, 
But go beyond the mountain pass 
And bury him in the egg-plant field. 
When a pair of egg-plants ripen 
Do not eat them, do not sell them, 
But present them to the king. 

Sometimes the ending is thus: - 
When a pair of egg-plants ripen 
Know that he returns again. 

VI. 

Syeng natta, pyet natta 
Yen chi mouneul yerera 

1 This is a rhyme sung by children on a bright moonlight night. 
2 I Tai Paik, who lived 699 to 762 A. D., was one of the most celebrated poets 

of China. He was also celebrated for his excessive indulgence in wine; and one 
night whilst lying intoxicated along the banks of a stream, he noticed the reflec- 
tion of the full moon in the water. Declaring that the moon had fallen from the 
sky, he reached over to get it, and losing his balance fell into the water and was 
drowned. Thus ended the life of the greatest poet in the far East, whose verses 
are to this day considered as the best models for those whose ambition lies in the 
direction of versification. He was a great lover of nature and led a gypsy-like 
life, spending his time in day-dreams and writing poetry. 

8 The Koreans imagine that they see a cinnamon-tree in the moon, beneath 
which a white rabbit sits and either mixes drugs in a mortar or attempts to cut 
down the tree. This belief is originally of Indian origin, and was brought over 
with Buddhism. 
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Ho pak koukeul kourira 
Kouen talkal pourera 
Houral masera.1 

Oh, how angry; oh, how red! 
Open wide the yen chi 2 door, 
Make a dish of pumpkins 8 
And mixing it with wine 4 
Swallow all at a draught.6 

VII. 

Ko cho mekko, maim, maim. 
Tampai mekko, maim, maim.6 

Eat red peppers, hot, hot. 
Smoke tobacco, hot, hot. 

VIII. 

Pyel hanna, Na hanna 
Pyel toul, Na toul 
Pyel seit, Na seit, etc.7 

One star and one me, 
Two stars and two me, 
Three stars and three me, etc. 

Another variation of the same is as follows :- 

Pyel hanna, kong, kong, Na hanna, kong, kong. 
Pyel toul, kong, kong. Na toul, kong, kong, etc. 

One star, kong, kong. One me, kong, kong. 
Two stars, kong, kong, Two me, kong, kong, etc. 

Still another variation runs thus :- 
Sikouel yeltat choul, Seoul yel tat choul. 

Fifteen leagues of country, fifteen leagues of Seoul (the capital). 

When children are playing and an accident happens, one of the 
others will sing out: - 

1 This rhyme is sung to a child who is crying. 
2 A yen chi door is a large one, and here the mouth is implied, which is opened 

in crying. 
8 By " pumpkins " are meant the puffed cheeks. 
4 By wine is meant the tears. 
6 By this is meant the swallowing of the sobs. 
6 Two or more children repeat this whilst joining hands and going round and 

round a post until they become so dizzy that they can go no more. 
7 This is said as often as possible whilst holding the breath. It is said to be 

impossible to reach ten without taking an inspiration. 
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IX. 

Illechi malcha, kong chita 
Chillei kekke pap hacha 
Kaikori chapa tang chi cha 
Paiam chapa hoichicha. 

Let us play and do not tell, 
Taking thorns and cooking food, 
Catching frogs to make some food, 
Catching snakes to stir it with. 

The idea of all this is so ridiculous that they soon forget their 
troubles and become merry. 

x. 

Si Sang, Si Sang harapami 
Matang siltaka, ton han poun etessa 
Changei kasye, pam han mal sattaka 
Si rong ouheui enchetteni 
Sa yang choui ta ka mekko 
Sekeun pam han toul nameun kesal 
Kama sothei salmassye 
Choriro kenchessye 
Hampakei sitchessye 
Tai kap kallo pekkyessye 
Kepchireul Apam chouko 
Pomi emum chouko 
Sareul neiko, naiko talkoung, talkoung mekko salcha.1 

Grandfather, grandfather! 
I swept the garden and found a penny; 
I went to market and bought a measure of chestnuts 
And placed them on the kitchen shelf; 
A mouse came and ate them all, 
Leaving only a few. 
These we '11 put in a pot 
And boil until they are soft; 
We '11 wash them in a bottle gourd 
And pare them with a bamboo knife. 
The outer shell we '11 give to father, 
The inner shell we '11 give to mother, 
The kernel you and I will eat and live. 

XI. 

Tal to, tal to palkta 
Myeng chyeng to palkta 
Chokko syoulla chokeri 
Eun eung namou kil somai 

This is repeated in order to amuse a little child of four or five years. The 
two sit on the floor facing each other and the elder one grasps the hand of the 
younger, swaying its body to and fro whilst repeating the above. 
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Sang tani ket ot koreum 
Pou chyeni an ot koreum 
Tongmo chipeul kanikkan 
Yaksan chyekeul 
Omok Chomok mekeumye 
Nal han chyemeul anchyeko 
Ouri chipei oatta poara 
Syou syou patek chyouna poara 
Keka chike chyoukena malkena sikou taira. 

The moon, the moon is very bright, 
Very bright and glorious; 
Put on your pearl embroidered jacket 
With sleeves like apricot leaves, 
With outer strings of purple silk 
And inner strings of crimson; 
And let us go to a playmate's home, 
Where many cakes have been baked to-day, 
And there we '11 sit and eat our fill. 
If they do not give us any, 
Wait until they come to our house 
And see if they get raisin cake. 
What do we care whether they give us cakes or not.' 

XII. 
Keun sol pat 
Chakeun sol pat 
Kamchaki 
Holchaki 
Yemyemi 
Namok sin teui tekari.2 

The great fir grove (pointing to the right eyebrow), 
The small fir grove (pointing to the left eyebrow), 
Winkers (pointing to the eyes. Winking is called in Korean Kamchak, kam- 

chak), 
Holchaki (pointing to the nose). 
Yemyemi (pointing to the mouth), 
Namok sin teui tekari (pointing to the chin. Namok sin means wooden shoes, 

and teui tekari means heel. This refers to the chin, which resembles the 
heel of a wooden shoe). 

Compare this with " Eye winker, Tom tinker, nose smeller," etc., to which it 
bears a close resemblance. 

COUNTING-OUT RHYMES. 

These are repeated when choosing a leader in sports and games 
or in playing "blind man's buff," "hide and seek," etc.:- 

I. Ou choung chang. 
Superior middle elder. 

1 The above is repeated by little boys on a bright moonlight night. 
2 The above is said to amuse small children, and after the whole is finished the 

child is tickled on the chest to make him laugh. 
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The boys are arranged in a line and every third one is counted 
out. The last one remaining is chosen leader. 

II. Ok Chok Sei Pal. 
(The) jade tripod (has) three legs 

This is used in choosing sides: - 
III. Mirera, Mirera, seul, seul, mi re ra. 

Push, Push, Gently, Gently, Pu-u-sh. 

IV. Hanal tai, towal tai, sama chyou, naltai, Ing nang, Ke chi pal tai, Chang 
Koun, Koturai, Ppiong. 

The last word is pronounced with the hard sound of p. It is 
impossible to translate the above, it being simply a play on the words 
one, two, etc. This and the following ones are used in playing 
blind man's buff, the tenth one having his eyes blindfolded:- 

V. Syeoul nomi toumyel ka 
Cho pap mekko meki mye 
Kil Kai. 
A Syeoulfellow to the country went. 
Eating millet it stuck fast; 
He said Kil Kai. 

The words in italics are a translation of the Korean text. Syeoul 
is Korean for capital, and as the people of the capital eat nothing but 
rice, whilst the countryman is often compelled to be satisfied with 
millet, it is a rhyme deriding the inhabitants of the city with their 
pride and airs in general. "Kil kai" is an imitation of the sound 
made in clearing the throat. 

VI. Han nom, Tou nom, sam sa, neit nom 
Tong Kai mang Kai pitulki satki 
Cham namou ko ya 
tel nom 
Na tel ke ra. 

One fellow, two fellows, three four, four fellows. 
At Tong Ferry and Mang Ferry there are young doves 
in an Oak Tree. You low 
born kitten 
I dare you to come out. 

E. B. Landis, M. D. 
CHEMULPO, KOREA. 
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